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I WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A MODERN MAN OF WAR GOES INTO BATTLE I
A Naval Expert Describes the Preparations ForAc ¬

tual Conflict and the Battle

The battleship in action is not an un ¬

tried factor in modern warfare We
know something of its disastrous power-
in the hands of Chinese even hampered-
by tampered ammunition and other
consequences of official peculation But
just what to expect of a strictly mod-
ern

¬

battleship in the hands of either
European or efficient Americans is
something too momentous to predlpt
A modern battleship is the most typi¬

cal aggregation of all the fruits of pres¬

ent cunning and the man that can
utilize successfully all the powers
placed there at his command will be
able to deal such blows as only the
most vivid imagination can begin to
compass Awed as we are by natures
working in the evidence of a thunder¬

storm still the worst fury of lightning-
is modest beside the individual force-
of some of the guns carried by a mod-
ern

¬

battleship-
As the most formidable example of

our commissioned battleships let us see
how we have prepared the Iowa to give
and take and try to follow in part
what might reasonably be expected of
ner in action

Clothed in her peace time dress of
white paint one scarcely imagines her-
a massive steel structure of something-
over 12000 tonsso lightly does she
seem to rest upon the water and
clothed in her war time garb of ghost-
ly

¬

gray she would be even more de-

lusive
¬

But wait till she is seen to lie
unmoved upon a whitecapped seat that
makes her smaller neighbors rock and
then her ponderous might is realized
Think of the force within that must
be generated to make her move along
against wind and tide at the rate of 16

knots an hour and then try if possible-
to picture the blow that would fall upon
the craft so unlucky as to lie across
her rushing course

The Iowa is really a navigable for¬

tress 360 feet long a trifle over 72 feet
wlie and omitting her smokestacks-
and bridges is 50 feet tall from her
keel up to the top of her superstruc-
ture

¬

amidships Laden for sea half of
this body lies below the water line
That she may be comparatively insensi-
tive to moderate injury below water
she has a double or inner bottom reach ¬

ing from the keel up to a short dis ¬

tance below the load line and the space
between these two skins so to speak-
is minutely subdivided into numerous
water tight compartments to further
localize injury Her loins for a dis ¬

tance of quite twothirds of her total
length are girded by a broad band of
armor 74 feet wide about equally di
divided above and below the water-
line Along the sides amidships for 15
feet this belt is 14 inches thick and
proof against all but the heaviest of
an enemys shell at very close range
The outboard ends of this girdle then
turn inboard at a sharp angle and ter¬

minate on the center line where they
form the main support for the ponder-
ous

¬

barbettes that shelter the vital
mechanisms of the big 12inch guns
This formation results In a massive
hexagonal bulwark of hardened steel
which presents a well nigh invulnerable-
front to shot or shell from any point off
the bow the stern or either of the
sides Upon this sixsided wall is laid
the middle portion of the protective

deck 251 inches thick which houses
over the vitals of the craft Below this
deck behind many feet of sheltering
coal so wisely is her supply of 1800
tons distributed andbeneath the water
lie her engines her boilers and her 370
tons of ammunition that await the
coming of a foeman worthy of that
powder and hardened steel From the
lower edges of the armor belt inboard-
the protective deck slightly thicker
runs forward and aft to the ends and
forms at the bow of the spine for the
ponderous ram which lies just far
enough below water line to gore an
enemy where he is weakest

For a distance of 90 feet amidships-
and to a height of seven feet above the
heavy water line belt the sides are of
armor five Inches thick and it is from
behind the protecting shelter of this
steel wall that the two torpedo tubes-
on each side are worked The ends of
this thinner belt also turn slantingly
inboard and athwartships and termin ¬

ate likewise against the barbettes for
the 12Inch guns Forward and abaft
this lighter armor the sides are re
enforced by a broad band of cornpith
cellulose which will swell and auto-
matically

¬

plug all shot holes admitting
to

The whole interior of the craft is cut
up into something like 140 watertight
compartments and powerful pumps of
great capacity stand ready to hold in
check the consequences or accident or
leak Woodwork is grudgingly allowed

ground cork and white paint stand
Ing instead for appearances and health
fulness and such as is present from
the seamans dittybox to the admirals-
easy chair is fireproofed by a process-
of tried efficiency-

The fewest possible passages are cut
through the protective deck anti with
the exceptions of the air passages to
the engine rooms and fire rooms and
the uptakes for the smokestacks are
covered by heavy armored gratings to
keep out shell The rest of the open ¬

ings are closed with solid coverings as
heavy as the neighboring deck

Heavy watertight doors seal the
passages between neighboring com ¬

partments and offer a reasonable im¬

pediment to unnecessary Intercommu ¬

nication Electric alarms guard
against fire and the dangerous admis ¬

sion of water and a steam steering
gear way aft and below the protective-
deck controls the ship safe from the
reach of a foemans shot

The main battery consists of four 12
inch and eight eightInch rifles of great
power A secondary force of six four
inch and 20 sixpounder rapidfire guns
will guard against the approach of
torpedo craft and sweep destructively-
the exposed positions and lightly ar ¬

mored parts of an enemys deck
The 12Inch guns are mounted In two

massive turrets of 15inch Harveyized
armorthe defensive equivalent of
quite 20 inches of normal nickel steel
These turrets revolve within barbettes-
or great columns of like material and
thickness rising bodily from the pro-
tective

¬

deck below Within this great
tube of hardened steel rest the founda ¬

tions for the turrets and the mechan ¬

isms vital to the management of the
turrets and the guns and up through-
this sturdy passage are brought the
powder and shot from the sheltered
folds of the magazines and shell rooms
way below

Each of these guns weigh 45 tons as

It rests upon its carriage has a total
length of 3S feet and a greater diame-
ter

¬

of nearly 4 feet at the breach The
bore is rifled with 48 twisting grooves
that bite into the copper band on the
base of the projectiles and give them
that rapid rotation so essential to ac ¬

curacy of flight and high power of pen ¬

etration With an impulse of 430 pounds
of powder the 850pound shot of hard¬

ened fteel goes speeding on its mission-
of destruction with an initial velocity
of 2100 feet a secondthe equivalent of
something over 1400 miles an hour
With the greatest elevation permitted-
by the turret ports i e 15 degrees
each of these guns has a range of quite
56 miles Bombarding a city from that
distance the shot would reach its des ¬

tination In a scant 24 secondsthree-
whole seconds in advance of the sound
of the discharge that sent it At the
muzzle one of these guns could send an
armorpiercing shot right through 24
Inches of solid steel and a mile and a
half away the same kind of shot would-
go undeformed through 19 inches of
the same kind of material The de-
structive

¬

impulse latent In that shot-
as It leaves the gun is equivalent to the
force required to raise one foot twice
the total weight of the whole ship when
heavy laden

The 8Inch guns are protected by 5
and 8 inches of hardened metal and fire-
a 250yound shot with force enough to
pierce 12 Inches of steel a mile away

The 4Inch guns can fire eight 33
pound shots In a minute easily able to
bore their way through 7 inches of
steel 1000 yards away while the 20
6pounders could maintain a murderous-
hail of explosive shell Into open ports
and upon the unarmored portions of a

I foeThe torpedoes each with its deadly
burden of 150 pounds of that threefold
powerful gun cotton could tear their
way through the toughest fabrication
of steel and make the mightiest battle ¬

ship bow In submission
These are some of the powers placed-

at the captains command

Take your watch In hand and at the
sharp shrill call of the boatswains
whistle all hands are called to clear
ship for action and scarcely before
the last note has drifted off on the
breeze every man Is at his post and
hard at work except the prisoners
stretching lazily as they are turned
out from the brig

You who have known the craft In
times of peace and dress parade watch
her now Down come all the shining
railings and polished hatchway canopy
frames and over the open ways in the
wake of the guns are fastened battle
plates of heavy steel All unnecessary
ventilators are stored below and their
deck holes filled with metal disks
Great anchor cranes are turned down
out of the way of shot and shell and
the decks left bare but for the flash
plates that take the first blast of the
great guns The anchors are freed
from their cables and the chain if
not stowed below is wrapped for pro ¬

tection about unarmored parts
Boat davits are disattached and

stowed either down along the sides or
bodily removed beyond the sweep of
the guns All awnings are soaked with
water and either placed safely below-
to guard the ammunition supply from
splinters and sparks or swathed about
such of the boats as are not filled with
water or set adrift Overboard go theturpentine and other inflammable-
stores and all chests furniture and
other movable woodwork calculated to I

shed splinters and cause Injury are sent
below or stowed where they may do
no damage Down below the protec ¬
tive deck are sent the compasses chro ¬
nometers and other delicate Instru ¬
ments of navigation and the public
funds are placed in such shape thatthey may be either easily removed orj
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AFTER DECK OF THE IOWA STRIPPED FOR ACTION J
destroyed as the case may need All
needless steam supply is cut off above
the protective deck to prevent scald
Ing In case of accident and hose are
coupled to fire mains and the pumps-
are set pulsing for instant use Into
the tubes the torpedos are put with i

their war heads on and by the maga-
zines

¬

the men stand ready to pass up
the ammunition Down in the sick
bay or upon the broad expanse of the
wardroom table the surgeons have
spread their instruments and dressings-
and a certain number of cots and lifts
have been prepared for handling the
wounded The signal books are clothed
in their weighted covets and are ready-
to be cast overboard when ordered

Look at the ship now In just one
hour and ZO minutes she has been
stripped to the waist so to speak and
all her bulky linesI stand out in bare
relief doubly emphasizing the might-
of her murderous guns now peering
straight out with anominous absence-
of tompions At the masthead in un ¬

spoiled beauty fluttecf the proud folds-
of old glory-

A few short taps of the drum gnd all
hands hasten to their several stations

most of the men bared to the waist
for the sake of that freedom of move-
ment

¬

demanded by nervous impatience-
The chaplain who has really endeared
himself to the crew by a feeling of
manly fellowship gqes about quietly
taking first from one and then another-
of the men a little packet which is to
be sent to the loved ones at home in
case anything should happen or ex¬

changing a few words of kindly help ¬

ful cheer to those that seek his greet ¬

ing In a few minutes he will go below
to help the doctors and to smooth the
chilling brow of some poor shipmate

With the delivery of the last report
of readiness and with onewlde un ¬

restricted glance at those smoking
specks just coming above the horizon-
the captain steps Into the conning
tower and behind the sheltering folds-
of Its 10Inch steel glances at the tell ¬

tale dials upon its rounded walls and
reads the massages that come up to
him from every part of that great
craft beneath him through the
armored tube that leads below to the
protective deck

With bared arms and naked feet the
guns crews cluster about the larger
pieces waiting with beating hearts
for the moment that will bring the
enemy in range and give to their
tingling nerves the selfforgetfulness-
of activity and din while the crews of
the lighter pieces are mustered handily
behind the nearestprotectlon closer
quarters may call them into service and
the open exposure of the tops and
superstructure-

About each gun a number of rounds-
of ammunition has been gathered and
quickfooted bearers bring the fixed
ammunition from the passages to the
station of the waiting guns

Silence reigns on all sides save for
the quiet commands of the divisional
officer the rush of the water without-
the steady rumble of the driving en ¬
gines and the pulsing sound of the run ¬

ning pumps
Up on the bridges the men at the

rangefinders keep them bearing on the
approaching foe whom we near at the

rate of 30 knots an hour and down in
the conning tower the turrets and be¬

fore the principal gun stations the
dials register the distances of the com ¬

ing ships
Way belcw the protective deck the

men stand ready at the ammunition
hoists the shell whips and the passing
rooms The shelf rooms and magazines
are manned by nimble nakedfooted-
crews and by the torpedo tubes the
men stand ready to launch their bur ¬

dens fraught with such Irresistible-
force

In the engine rooms the steady roar
of the machinery fills the ears and the
air reeks with the hot smell of oil and
escaping steam At the throttles stand
the engineers and at every journal and
crank a watchful assistant Shining
pistonrods long steel arms and jig
gering levers fly back and forth in and
out with dazzling speed The journals-
and bearings foam like bits of champ ¬

ing war horses The airpumps pant
and wheeze The floor swims with oil
and water spattered from the moving
parts and but for the thundering life
of the ponderous engines one might al ¬

most think the attendants ghosts as
their long shadows glide through that
steaming mist backed by the ghastly
glow of the electric lights Such are
the conditions in each of the engine
rooms

Forward through a watertight bulk ¬

head closing the door behind us we
stand in one of the four great fire
rooms Above us tower the cumbrous
boilers and before us glare the glow
Ing grates of the roaring furnaces In
the half light of the swinging globes I

the firemen and stokers rush back and
forth bringing coal tending valves and I
watching the pressure in the shivering
gauges With averted heads panting
breasts and blistering eyes they goad
those seething beds of flames or throw
into those flaring throats the coal that
must satisfy their greed and keep the
boilers pulsing with mighty pressure
The air hot dry and at 130 degrees is
laden with dust and grime as it rushes
into the laming pits backed by the
impulse of great blowers and eagerly
sucked upward by the draught of those
great smokestacks towering 100 feet
above A great cloud of smoke and a
thin wreath of escaping steam way up
at those funnel tops tell the story of
the torment far below shut down below
the protective deck Ignorant of the
tide of battle and almost sure of cer ¬

tain death in case of a blow from either
torpedo or ram

With the first flash and a momentary-
veil of smoke from the bow guns of the
enemy still quite two miles away the
game is opened and as the sharp cut ¬

ting splash flies inboard through the
open ports of the 4inch guns our 12
inch rifles belch a more telling re¬

sponse From that time to the close
found us victorious though badly shat ¬

tered everywhere but about the two
big turrets the enemys shot tore great
masses of our lighter armor from their
fastenings and hurled them Inboard In
tangled heaps of dismounted guns
bleeding bodies and mazes of twisted
plating Old Glory still waved but only
over a modest part of the men that
carried the ship Into action R G
Skerrett In St Louis GlobeDemocrat

PREPARATIONS FOR WARI How the Work Is Rushed at Uncle Sams Big Gun Factory

In these days of preparation for war
the Washington navy yard is one of
the most interesting spots to be found
anywhere Strictly speaking it is not-

a navy yard at all but a gun factory
Here it is that all the heavy guns and
most of the light landing and boat guns
for the navy are built The amount-
of work done in this great national
factory is enormous even in times of
peace but now that the lathes en-

gines
¬

and tools are running at full
speed 24 hours out of 24 the number of
guns and gun carriages turned out is
nearly trebled

Passing through the gate with its
trim marino sentry pacing to and fro
the visitor sees uniformed officers
hastening this way and that busy with
their duties and hears on every side
the dull rumble of machinery the
heavy thud of the triphammer and
the snorting of the steam cranes A
small army of draftsmen in the of-

fices
¬

are busily preparing plans and
drawings for the use of the gun build ¬

ers and the civilian bosses and fore ¬

men of the shops aye everywhere keep ¬

ing watch with eagle eyes Theirs is
a most responsible duty for any care-
less

¬

and Incompetent workman with a
single SliD of his tool might spoil a
gun or carriage which had cost the gov-
ernment

¬

thousands of dollars to put to-
gether

¬

The putting together or assembling
of a modern gun is apparently a simple
matter But it is really one of the
most delicate operations in the world
The greatest care and precision are
necessary to make the different Darts
exactly fit and one revolution too
many of a plane or boring tool would
injure the part beyond repair Hence
comes much of the fascination in

t watching the construction of one of
the big guns as it grows in massive and

R polished beauty ready to take its place
on one of our menofwar

First of all the tube of the piece
comes to the factory from one of the
big steel companies the Bethlehem or
the MIdvale which have the contracts-
to furnish forgings The tube comes in
the rough with only a core bored out
and looks like a heavy piece of steel
pipe For the fourInch guns it Is 13
feet 7 Inches long while for the 13
inch guns it attains a length of 40 feet
This tube forms a basis for all future
operations A modern gun is built up
by slipping upon it a number of jack-
ets

¬

and hoops and shrinking them to
a perfect adjustment A 13inch gun
when finished has 13 separate and dis ¬

tinct parts which have been assembled-
and fitted to the minutest fraction of
an Inch As the caliber and size of the
pun diminish the number of parts is
reduced and the fourInch niece is
composed of only five In building up
th gun the rough tube and the bands
arm first placed In lathes and carefully
Tinned down to the dimensions re
quirrd The diameter of the interior-
of the jacket which is to slip over the
tube half way its length must corre ¬

spond with mathematical exactness to
the diameter of the tulles exterior
while the hoops which in turn fit over
this jacket must he treated with a like
jrtf ision This work of planing is
dune in the great north gun shop as
it is known at the navy yard and-
Y hen It is completed the tube and the
Lands have to be carried to the
shrinking pit at the north end of the

shop where the next process is to be
undergone There are three heavy
traveling cranes In the shop of 110 40

and 15 tons JIlting power capacity
frpectivply and they pick up the huge
pieces of iron and carry them to their
destination as easily and lightly as if
they weighed nothng at all

The shrinking pit Is a deep hole
sunk in the floor of the shop and fit

J
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ted at each end with an oven These
ovens in which the bands are to be
expanded until they can slip over the
gun tube are heated by an air and oil
blast to a temperature of 700 degrees
Fahr for this degree of heat is neces ¬

to the forsary expand heavy jacket
the 12 and 13inch guns At the pit the
tube is planted carefully on end close-
to the oven in which is being heated
the jacket which is to be received
Pipes are so arranged that a stream-
of water cast be run continuously
through the core of the tube to keep-
It cool and prevent expansion by the
heat as the hot jacket slips over it
When all is ready the men who are to
perform the delicate task stand at at-
tention

¬

Each one of them has his own
particular duty and they are trained-
to act in concert like a company of
soldiers The jacket has been placed-
in the oven and sealed up to await
expansion by the heat The foreman
gives the word the traveling crane
comes up and lifts off the hot lid of the
oven exposing the jacket within the
hooks are made fast to a clamp previ-
ously

¬

attached to the jacket and the
heated mass is lifted carefully from its
fiery bed The engineer of the crane
watches with hawklike eye the sig ¬

nals of the foreman below and when a
sufficient height has been reached the
jacket is swung over the tube and
lowered Men with immense canvas
mittens guide it as it comes down and
adjust it in place When it has been
slipped over the tube streams of water
are turned on to cool it As it cools

i it shrinks back to its original size and
the delicate operation Is complete

Strange as it may seem after com ¬

ing through its fiery ordeal the jacket
hardly shows a sign of heat as it is
lifted from the oven There is a slight
bluish tinge and that is the only thing-
to distinguish it from the cold jacket
which went in The exterior of the
tube and the interior of the jacket be-
ing

¬

exactly the same size only the
slightest expansion Is required to make
one slip over the other From 3100 to
5100 of an Inch is all that is allowed
even in the monster 13inch guns So
the speediest and most accurate work
is necessary after the jacket leaves the
oven for if the iron should cool off be¬

fore It was in place it would clamp at
once upon the tube and the gun would
be ruined A similar process is gone
through with in slipping the smaller

I
I hoops over the jacket

The shrinking of one part on an-
other

¬

makes an absolutely perfect
weld and after once the band is in

I place nothing short chlpjplng it off
piece by piece would remove it The

I
shrinking of the different bands of the
piece having been finished It is againput in the lathe and turned down to the
required size and the edges of the
bands are beveled down to give It a
neat appearance It is then ready for

Ithe delicate operation of lifling
I

Only the most experienced mechanics
in the shops are in charge of the rifling
machines for on the perfection with
which they perform their work the
whole utility of the gun depends Theauger which cuts the grooves Is care ¬
fully adjusted and lubricated and the
little hard steel chisels fitted on a long
beam hvhich runs through the bore of
the gun commence their work Only
the smallest fraction of an inch Is
taken off at a time and the greatest
care Is required In adjusting the auger
exactly When once put In position thelathe does the rest of the work by slowly turning the gun as the tool eats itsway through-

II After being rifled the gun is placed
j on a car and carried to the breech
fI mechanism shop where the interrupted
screw breech block In use In nearly all

j th navies of the world Is fitted The
carriage with Its recoil cylinders for
taking up the kick of + the piece when

J
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fired having been finished In the navalcarriage shop with as conscientious-care as the gun itself the guh Is put
together and shipped on the barge downthe Potomac river to Indian Head to
be tested

The guns built at the Washington
navy yard are recognized as the most
perfect and powerful specimens of na ¬
val ordnance in the world and theweight of their powder charge and pro ¬
jectile their length and their penetra-
tion

¬

would have been considered out ¬
side the bounds of reason 30 years ago
The length of a 15inch breechloading
rifle Is 40 feet its weight 6016 tons it
carries a projectile weighing 1100
poundsmore than half a tonwhich
can penetrate steel 2342 Inches thick ata distance of 1500 yards It has a ve ¬

locity at the muzzle of 2100 feet a sec ¬

ond and a velocity of 1803 feet at a
distance of 2500 yards which Is pro ¬

duced by the explosion of 550 pounds
of brown prismatic powder each grain-
of which is octagonal in shape and
molded to an exact size The cost of
each discharge is about 1500 The
range of a gun of 13 caliber is about 13
miles or a mile to each inch which Is
the approximate range of all guns A
13inch gun is built to fire 250 shots
before it loses its temper and becomes
useless except for old iron but in most
cases many more could probably be
fired

The 1100pound projectile Is almost as
carefuJy made as the gun It is of hard
steel with an armor piercing point and
is fitted with copper bands which take
against the rifling and being of soft
metal do not injure the delicate grooves
of which there are 52

Besides these monster cannon the
Washington navy yard prpduces small
rapid fire ordnance of the Fletcher
Maxim DriggsSchroeder and Hotch
kiss types which are used aboard shIp
as a protection against torpedo boats
for landing parties and for boat ser ¬

vice These weapons are much simpler-
in their construction than the heavy
ordnance but the same great care and
thoroughness of warkmanshlp charac ¬

terize their building as the heavy ord-
nance

¬

A WAR INCIDENT

Lincoln Once Threatened to Shoot
Gen Fitzhugh Lee

Caldwell Ida Record The notoriety-
that General Lee Is receiving through the

j Si xnlbh trouble called to Dr W C
Maxeys mind an incident that happened
during the rebellion-

It appears that our government had
caused two rebel captains that were pris ¬

oners to be shot
The confederate government decided to

retaliate by shooting a like number of
tilt same rank among the prIsoners con
lined at Llby prison Lots were cast and
Captains Swager and Flinn drew the fa-
tal

¬

numbers Swager requested that he-
m = ht have the prIvilege of sending for
his wife and seeing her before he was ex ¬
ecuted This request was granted and
he wrote a letter to his home in Pennsyl-
vania

¬
telling her that he was doomed to

die on a certain day anti requested her to
come and see him But instead of going
dIrectly to Richmond she called on 1res
ident Lincoln and stated the case to him
He Immediately notified the confederatesecretary of war that If Captains Swager-
and flInn was executed that General FltzHugh Lee who was then a prisoner
would be promptly shot The prominence-
of the rebel officer saved the two Unionsoldiers and also saved Lee who now appears to be the right man in the rightplace Dr Maxey says that the captain
of his company was an inmate or the i
prison when the lots were drawn

Not Up to Date I

Harpers Bazar Washington was a
man of wonderful power He seemed atower of strengtha special gift of provi¬dence for his time cried Hicks

Yet weak to the last point said Dawson A man who cant Ho Is structurallylacking my dear Hicks

The Modern Way of It
PickMeUp Algie In the spring you

know a young mans fancy lightly turnsto thoughts love
Mabel Yes he fancies hes In love I

n
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WALL PAPER

Our Spring Line of Wall Paper this
CARPETS

year fairly eclipses anything heretoforeCURTAINS

DRAPERY shown in this state
Our experienced buyers have

certainly been highly successful
in obtaining the very latestt

designs to be found in the
Iv worlds markets

Come and seeD-
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¼ FURNITURE I

y
We have paper CO iI

suitable for all

the peasant or the k I

J

prince Our decorators +

and paper hangers are ef-

ficient
¬ +

l lv

becatjse of their ex¬

perience For little money we
i

f

will give you the benefit of our HOUSE

schemes for decorating and make DECORATING

your home lovely to behold A
I 1
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